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WITH RESPECT AND ADMIRATION 
The existence, uniqueness, and construction of unitary n X n matrix valued 
functions f(T) = C,?J -m fj(j in Wiener-like algebras on the circle with prescribed 
matrix Fourier coefficients 4 = rj for j 2 0 are studied. In particular, if C 1 rjl < co, 
then such anfexists with C lfil < co if and only if Ilf,,ll ( 1, where r,. denotes the 
infinite block Hankel matrix (~~+,,+,,),j, k = 0, I,..., acting in the sequence space I,!,. 
One of the main results is that the nonnegative factorization indices of every suchf 
are uniquely determined by the given data in terms of the dimensions of the kernels 
of I -f:r,., whereas the negative factorization indices are arbitrary. It is also 
shown that there is a unique such f if and only if the data forces all the 
factorization indices to be nonnegative and simple conditions for that and a formula 
for f in terms of certain Schmidt pairs of r,, are given. The results depend upon a 
tine analysis of the structure of the kernels of Z-r,*r,, and of the one step 
extension problem of Adamjan, Arov, and Krein (Funct. Anal. Appl. 2 (1968), 
l-18). Isometric interpolants for the nonsquare case are also considered. 
Contents. 1. Introduction. 2. Norm indices. 3. Nonnegative norm indices. 4. 
One step extensions. 5. Negative norm indices. 6. Examples and more on inter- 
polants. References. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is devoted mainly to a study of the existence, uniqueness, and 
computation of isometric matrix valued functions 
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which belong to a Wiener-like space /i,,, of continuous m x n matrix 
valued functions on the unit circle 
and have preassigned Fourier coefficients 
fi= Yj for j>, 0. 
If such an f exists we shall refer to it as an isometric interpolant of the 
given sequence y,,, y, ,..., of m x n matrices if m > n, and as a unitary 
interpolant if m = n. For ease of exposition we shall focus on the latter case 
in the Introduction and shall, in order to simplify the typography, write D in 
place of A,,,; 51 is a Banach algebra. It will be defined precisely towards 
the end of this section. For the moment suffice it to note that 
8+={fER:fi=O for j < 0}, 
ap={fEf2:j+o for j>O), 
and 
no, = (j-E n, :fo = O), 
are closed subalgebras of R and that every fE R whose determinant differs 
from zero at each point <E T admits a factorization of the form 
f(C) = x+ (0 w3 x- (07 
where X, are invertible elements of the subalgebras Q, , 
(1.1) 
D(c) = diag(c*l,..., cat, <‘k+l,..., [On), 
a, 2 *a* >, ak are nonnegative integers and Pk+, > a.. > /?, are negative 
integers. The numbers a, ,..., ak, Pk+ 1 ,..., /?,, are called the left factorization 
indices off. Iff is unitary, as will be the case in much of this paper, then the 
left and right factorization indices agree and we shall refer to them simply as 
factorization indices. 
The present paper is an outgrowth of our earlier study on extending 
triangular operators and matrix functions [8-91 which was partially 
motivated by a theorem of Krein and Melik-Adamyan. One of the cases 
considered in [9] amounts to finding unitary interpolants with zero 
factorization indices in the Wiener algebra of n x n matrix valued functions 
on the circle. The present study removes this restriction on the indices and 
considers unitary interpolants with arbitrary factorization indices in a more 
general setting. 
The investigations reported on in this paper were influenced in part by the 
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pioneering work of Adamjan, Arov, and Krein. In particular it follows from 
their generalization of Nehari’s theorem [3] that a sequence y,,, y, ,..., of 
m X n matrices yO, y, ,..., admits an interpolant f with 
f(C) * f(C) G 1 for a.e. i E ll 
if and only if ]lZ, 1) < 1, where Z,,, v = O,l,..., denotes the infinite block 
Hankel matrix 
r, = 
and the norm ]I (] is compu tee 1in 1:. 
In the present paper we shall show that the Fourier matrix coefficients yO, 
y, ,..., of an element of R, admit a unitary interpolant fE R if and only if 
]]Z,(] < 1. In addition we shall show that the nonnegative factorization 
indices of every such unitary interpolant fE J2 of yO, yi ,..., are uniquely 
determined by the given data whereas the negative factorization indices, 
P k+l,..-,Pn, if any, are completely arbitrary. We shall explain this 
connection, give some formulas for the interpolant when it is unique and 
shall discuss nonuniqueness. We shall also develop some ancillary results for 
isometric co-isometric and contractive interpolants of sequences y,,, y, ,..., of 
nonsquare matrices (see especially Theorems 2.6, 3.3-3.6, 4.1, 5.1, and 5.2 
and statements (l)-(3) at the outset of Section 3). 
The simplest example of a Wiener-like algebra R is the classical Wiener 
algebra W of n x n matrix valued functions 
j=-00 j=-a; 
The reader may keep this example in mind when reading the statements of 
the next three theorems which summarize the main results and their 
implications more precisely for the case m = n. The notation 
in I,!, is used. 
,;V, = ker(Z - Z,* Z,) 
THEOREM 1.1. The sequence yO, y, ,..., of n X n matrix Fourier coef- 
ficients of an element of R, admits a unitary interpolant f E R if and only if 
Itroll < 1. 
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Every unitary interpolant f E Q has exactly 
k = dim & - dim .,Y, 
nonnegative factorization indices. They are uniquely spectjied by the given 
sequence: The number offactorization indices which are equal to j is equal to 
dim.Zi-- 2 dim.Ej+, + dim .Tj+.,2 
for j = 0, l,.... The remaining n - k negative factorization indices may be 
prescribed arbitrarily, i.e., there exist unitary interpolants for every choice of 
negative integers pk+, ,..., /I,. 
THEOREM 1.2. The sequence yO, y,,..., of n X n matrix Fourier coef- 
ficients of an element of 12 + admits a unique interpolant f E fz if and only if 
the following conditions hold: 
(4 ILlI G 1, 
(b) dim & - dim XI = n. 
In this case all thefactorization indices are nonnegative and the interpolant f 
is given by the formula 
f (0 = 4C)W)[W’)l-‘l 
where [a(C)]*‘ER+, [b([-‘)]*‘EQ-, 
D(c) = diag(Q’l,..., pn) 
and explicit recipes for a and b in terms of certain Schmidt pairs of r,, are 
given in Theorem 3.2. 
THEOREM 1.3. The sequuence y,,, y, ,..., of n x n matrix Fourier coef- 
ficients of an element of fz, admits a unitary interpolant f E R with zero 
factorization indices tf and only tf the following three conditions hold: 
(4 IlGll G 1, 
(b) dim .X, - dim .;V; = n, 
(c) dim Xi = 0. 
Moreover, in this case the interpolant is unique and is given by the formula 
f(C)=,gOaiC’ [jObji-‘JP’ 
for 4’ E T, in which 
bj= [<;I’ . . . cj”‘] and aj = [qj’) . . . vj”)] 
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are n x n matrices built out of the jth components of 
r 
(k) and q (k) = r, r(k), 
k = l,..., n, and CC’),..., rCn) is any orthonormal basis for 2,. 
We remark that a scalar version of some of these statements may be found 
in the papers of Adamjan, Arov, and Krein; see especially Section 3.1 of [2]. 
Analogous versions for the Wiener algebra on the line will be reported on in 
I 101. 
We further remark that Theorem 1.3, specialized to the Wiener algebra, is 
one of two discrete versions of a theorem of Krein and Melik-Adamyan 
which are established in Dym-Gohberg [ 91. In the present setting it emerges 
as a corollary of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 and the fact that 
dim .Rj > dim .?Fi+, 
when ]]r,,]] < 1. The second discrete analogue is a special case of 
Theorem 4.5. 
The proofs of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 are based on a deeper study of the 
structure of the spaces .rj. It turns out that if ]]r,(] < 1, then 
.Jp.ivj+, 
and 
for j = 0, l,..., where 
,uj = dim .Xj. 
The inequality permits us to build an array of zeros and ones with cl0 rows 
and n columns according to the following scheme: In row i, 
i=O, 1 ,..., pu, - 1, running from left to right, enter ,U~ -pi+ i ones followed by 
n - (Ji --pi+ i) zeros. Let uj be the number of ones in column j and let 
pj=oj- 1. Then 
The sequence of numbers p1 ,..., p,, will be called the norm indices of Z-, and 
the array of zeros and ones will be referred to as the norm index table. The 
norm indices play a fundamental role in this study. In particular, as we shall 
show in Theorem 2.1, there exists an orthonormal set of vectors r(i),..., r(k) in 
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1: corresponding to the nonnegative norm indices p, ,..., pk such that if T 
denotes the translation operator: 
CTt)j = 0 if j= 0, 
=tj-l if j> 1, 
then 
r(l), T<(l) ,..., T-{(‘), 
c(*)* Trc2),..., Tpz<“‘, 
rck), T<(‘) ,..., TPa<(k), 
is a basis for .& and simultaneously 
((1) 7 *‘. 9 Tb-‘1 (1) r > 
6 (k) , . . . , pokM)<(k) 
subject o the convention that the chain 
is discarded if pj < r, is a basis for Xr. 
It also turns out that the nonnegative factorization indices of every unitary 
interpolant fE R of yO, y, ,..., must agree with the nonnegative norm indices 
of I-,. 
The proofs of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 are based on a lengthy series of 
lemmas and theorems which are distributed over the next three sections. For 
ease of future reference, some of the analysis has been carried out at a more 
general evel than needed to prove these theorems, when it could be done so 
for little or no extra cost. Indeed the corresponding statements for the non- 
square case fall out relatively easily from this more general analysis; see 
Theorems 3.4-3.6 for the precise statements. In particular, Theorems 1.1-1.3 
follow from these more general formulations. Nevertheless, at the cost of a 
little redundancy, we next explain how to extract Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 more 
directly for the sake of the reader who is interested only in the unitary case. 
Theorem 1.1 follows from a number of different steps: If i/roll < 1 and 
cl0 - ,~i = n, then the existence of a unitary interpolant fE Q of y,,, y, ,..., is 
guaranteed by Theorem 3.2. If llr,,ll< 1 and ,u, - ,~i = k < n, then the 
existence of unitary interpolants f E 0 with n - k arbitrarily chosen negative 
factorization indices Pk+ I ,...,/I,, is guaranteed by Theorem 4.1, as is 
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explained in the discussion immediately following the statement of that 
theorem in Section 4. On the other hand if yO, y, ,..., admits a unitary inter- 
polant fE 0 then, by elementary estimates (see, e.g., p. 741 of [9]), 
(1 r,, I] < 1. The rest of Theorem 1.1 follows from Theorem 2.5, as is explained 
in the introduction to Section 2. Theorem 1.2 follows from the discussion in 
the introduction to Section 3. 
It is perhaps worth remarking that each of the next three sections has its 
own introduction which will not be repeated here except to point out that 
Theorem 2.1, which establishes the bases for -X,, .Z1 ,..., mentioned above, 
and Theorem 4.1, which gives a detailed description of the solution to the so- 
called “on step extension” problem, are of independent interest. 
In Section 5 we adapt a formula of Adamjan et al. [3] for isometric and 
contractive interpolants of sequences of nonsquare matrices. The main 
results are summarized in Theorems 5.1 and 5.2. Section 6 presents some 
examples of Wiener-like algebras, some sharper uniqueness theorems for 
unitary interpolants, and discusses the qualitative nature of the interpolant 
when extra restrictions are imposed on the data. 
We remark that Wiener-like algebras seem to be a natural setting for 
studying continuous interpolants. In particular some restriction beyond the 
compactness of the Hankel operator r, in Zi must be imposed on the 
sequence yO, y, ,..., in order to ensure the existence of continuous interpolants. 
For an illustrative example see Remark 3.2 of Adamjan ef al. [ 11. 
We complete this section with a few words on the Banach algebras which 
are of interest in this paper, followed by notation and usage. To begin with 
let /i denote a complex Banach algebra of continuous functions on W subject 
to the usual rules for addition and multiplication. Suppose further that 
(1) IffEA, thenf* Eli. 
(2) Iff(C) E /i, thenf([-‘) EA. 
(3) IffE/i andf(<)# 0 for all [ET, thenf-’ e/i. 
(4) The functions, 1 and [ belong to II and I] 1 I],, = 1. 
It is a well-known consequence of the Gelfand theory of maximal ideals 
that 
since point evaluation is a bounded linear multiplicative functional, and 
hence that 
A+={fEA:fi=O for j < O}, 
A-=(fEA:jj=O for j > 0}, 
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and 
are closed subalgebras of A. Here, and throughout, 
IffEA,, then it has a natural extension to the disc 
D={CEC:lCl< 1) 
which is analytic in D and continuous in the closure D. (Perhaps the easiest 
way to verify this is to recall that Cesaro sums converge uniformly on r to f, 
and hence, by the maximum modulus principle, converge uniformly on iD, to 
an analytic extension of$) IffE A + andf([) # 0 for c E D, thenf-’ is also 
analytic in ID and continuous in B and so, since it belongs to A by 
assumption, it must also belong to A + . 
We shall say that A is a Wiener-like algebra if, in addition to (l)-(4), 
(5) A admits a direct sum decomposition 
A =A+ ill”, 
and 
(6) for every fE A the operator Pf],,o which maps v, E A’? into P(&): 
where P denotes the natural projection of A- onto A + , 
is compact. 
We remark that if the rationals, or what amounts to the same [*j, are 
dense in A, then the operator Pfl,,o can be uniformly approximated in A by 
finite dimensional operators and so (6) is automatically fulfilled. 
Let Axn denote the set of Ott x n matrix valued functions with entries 
belonging to A. It is a Banach space with respect o the norm 
Ilf II 
We shall use the symbol R in place of A,,,, . It is a Banach algebra and 
the norm of the identity in this algebra is equal to one. Theorem 5.1 on p. 56 
of Clancey-Gohberg [7] guarantees that every fE R which is invertible at 
each point [E T admits a factorization of the form (1.1) and that the 
factorization indices are unique. 
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Finally, we turn to a list of the main notations which will be in use 
throughout his paper. We shall use the symbols C for the complex numbers, 
Ck for the complex k-tuples (i.e., column vectors of length k), G for the 
complex conjugate of o E C and v for the closure of a set V. D stands for 
the open unit disc, T for its boundary and IE for its exterior: 
E = (CE C : 1 < lcl < co}. The symbol IA 1 will denote the maximum s- 
number of the matrix A and f: xk, 1 <p < co, stands for the space of 
sequences 6 = (6,, 6, ,...,) of n x k matrices Sj with C ISjlp < co for 
1 <p < co and IS,1 bounded for p= co; If: is hort for ZgX1. If A is an 
operator on 1: and <E If, then ([A JI and lJ<ll, without distinguishing 
subscripts, will denote the operator norm of A in Zf and the usual lf norm of 
<, respectively; A* will denote the adjoint of A with respect o the standard 
inner product 
The symbol ZZ will denote the mapping from 6” into 1: defined by the rule 
ZZx = (x, 0,O ,... ), and hence, if 6 = (to, 4, ,...) belongs to!:, ZZ*r = co ; T will 
denote the forward shift in Zi : TY = (0, &,, <, ,,..) and 17 and F are defined 
similarly but with respect to 1;. Hixk and K,Pxk denote the n x k matrix 
Hardy spaces of class p, 1 <p ,< co, relative to D and E, respectively; HE 
and Kj: are short for Hz,, and K$, , . The notations 
.Tj = ker (Z - ZT Zj), 2$= ker(Z - ZjZiyc), 
9j = range(Z - Zi* Z,), A$ = range(Z - ZjZj*), 
and pi = dim Xj, for j = 0, l,..., will prove useful. 
Finally, 0 and Z will always denote the zero and identity operators, respec- 
tively, which are appropriate to the context at hand. 
2. NORM INDICES 
In this section we shall justify the tabular definition of norm indices which 
was given in the previous section by verifying the bounds 
for j = 0, l,.... For ease of future reference we shall develop the relevant 
analysis in a somewhat more general format than is needed for the problem 
at hand: We shall let yo, y1 ,..., be a given sequence of m x n matrices such 
that IlZ,, I( < 1 and 1 is an isolated eigenvalue of Z,*Z,, of finite multiplicity, 
where, by the phrase “isolated eigenvalue” we mean that the point is both an 
eigenvalue and an isolated point of spectrum. 
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Theorem 2.5 serves to prove the assertions in Theorem 1.1 which deal with 
nonnegative factorization indices: You have only to bear in mind that the 
number of norm indices which are equal to j, j= 0, l,..., is equal to the 
number of ones in rowj of the norm index table minus the number of ones in 
row j + 1 and that in turn is equal to 
Pj-Pj+l-olj+l-Pj+*)* 
Theorem 2.6 presents analogous conclusions for the nonsquare case, i.e., 
for isometric interpolants which admit a suitable factorization. An example 
is also furnished to show that this is not automatic. 
The identities 
and 
I=LW*+TT*=T*T 
O=Tl7* 
will prove useful. 
LEMMA 2.1. Ifllroll < 1, then 
<q+ 1 c,z; and lq, , CFj 
for every integer j > 0. Moreover, if r E Xj+ , , then rj< = Trj+ , r. 
Proof. If ( E ,q+ i, then 
and hence 
since 
Ilr,4l’ = Ilnfl*rjtll* + II Trj+ l<ll* 
= llfl~*~jtl12 +11412 
< 11511’ 
This proves that 
iir,il = Ilr,~ll G llroil G 1. 
n*r,(=o 
and hence that c E 3 and rj< = Trj+ 1 <. 
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In addition, if l E Xj+ i, then 
llrjTtll = Ilrj+ lrll = ll~ll = II TrllT 
which in turn implies that Tr E 4 since llrjll < 1: 
0= ((I-rj*rj) T{, T<)= ll(I-T”Pj)1’2 Trll’. 1 
THEOREM 2.1. Let yO, y1 ,..., be a sequence of m x n matrices such that 
IlP,ll = 1 and 1 is an isolated eigenvalue of P,*r, with finite multiplicity and 
suppose further that 
rue-iu1 =k. 
Then there exist a set of orthonormal vectors <(I’,..., rfk’ in 1: and a 
corresponding set of nonnegative integers p, > p2 > ... > pk such that for 
every integer r, 0 < r < p, , the vectors 
,$(I’, T<(l) ,..., Tkr’<(“, 
r(k) T<(k) 
9 ,***, 
T(Pk-T)l(k), 
subject o the convention that c$? and its translates Tr”‘,..., T’p.f-r’<ti’ are not 
counted $pj c r, are linearly independent and span Z,.. 
Proof: We first observe that the assumptions guarantee that (a) X0 # 0, 
(b) .q:= 0 for j > V, where v denotes the multiplicity of 1 as an eigenvalue of 
r,*r,, and (c) llrjll < 1 when ,Zi= 0. 
Assertion (a) is self-evident. To prove (b) observe that if < E X,,, then, by 
Lemma 2.1, r, T< ,..., rUY all belong to &. Now, if r # 0, then these v + 1 
vectors are linearly independent and so rue > v + 1 which contradicts the 
presumed multiplicity. Therefore c= 0 is the only viable alternative. 
Assertion (c) is a consequence of the fact that 1 is an isolated eigenvalue of 
r’yrj, as follows from Weyl’s theorem and the fact that TjL”f+P,(T* y’ is a 
finite dimensional perturbation of r,*r, ; the decomposition used in the proof 
of Theorem 4.2 will help to clarify the last point. 
Now, to begin the main proof, let p be the largest nonnegative integer such 
that ,;vd # 0 and define recursively the sequence of mutually orthogonal 
subspaces 
,“; =zp, 
-4==&@{T t TpMp + To-‘,& + a.. + TJY;}. 
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Lemma 2.1 justifies the construction. Moreover, the identity 
.if/‘=.~~+(.~~+,+T~~+,)+... +(.,y^,+T~p+*.. +T’p-y) (2.1) r 
clearly exhibits the “chain structure” of this decomposition. 
We show next that this decomposition of ,Zr is a direct sum decomposition 
or equivalently, since T is an isometry, that 
dimX~=dim.4’~‘;22im~~~+,+~~~+~-r+1)dim.4~ (2.2) 
for r = p, p - l,..., 0. The proof is by induction. The statement is clearly true 
for r = p. Suppose therefore that it is true for r = p, p - l,..., t and consider 
G?-, = {.W, t TAq 0.4;-,, 
where we have set 
,4=.";‘tT<+,$ ... +T?&, 
for short. To begin with we show that the sum of .W, and 7Y4 is direct. 
Suppose to the contrary that there exists an element C+I which is common to 
both spaces. Then 
cp=TYJ, where v E .K. 
But this in turn implies that 
llwll = IITwll = IIPII = Ilr,dl = Il~tTvll = Il~,+,vll 
and hence that w belongs to 3,+, as well as to ,4. On the other hand 
Ft=Zt+, t,J 
and by the induction hypothesis, the latter sum is direct. Therefore w = 0 
and, so too, q = Tty = 0. Thus 
dim.,?-, = dim.~~tdimT~tdim.d;~,. 
Moreover, since T is an isometry and & cX(, another application of the 
induction hypothesis implies that 
dim <Xi- I = dim .& + dim -4 + dim IN;- 1 
=dim.X,‘tdimJ’-, +dimkN;+ ..a +dim.Nl,. 
This completes the induction proof and hence establishes formula (2.2). 
To complete the proof of the theorem let 
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and let [(I),..., <(k) be an orthonormal basis for 
such that the first V, vectors l(l),..., <(“Q) span <HO, the next vp_, vectors in the 
list span “r,-, ,..., until finally the last vO vectors in the list span Mi; it 
should be kept in mind that some of the vj may be equal to zero. Clearly 
each of the vectors {(I),..., t(k) belongs to exactly one of the spaces 
) 4,‘ ,,..., .Yd. Let pj denote the index of the space to which co’ belongs. Then, 
as follows readily from (2.1) and the construction, the vectors <(I),..., t(k) and 
the associated numbers pr ,..., pk exhibit the stated properties. I 
The set of k vectors and k nonnegative integers 
(‘) ,..., r(k) ; p, ,..., Pk} 
will be called a chain generator for r,,. 
THEOREM 2.2. If r, satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 and if 
K (I’)...) r(k); p, )...) pk} is a chain generator for r,, then 
k<n 
and the n x k matrix 
has rank k. 
Proof: Let c , ,..., ck be any set of complex numbers such that 
5 Cj<?’ zz 0. 
j=l 
Then the first component of the vector 
is zero, i.e., 
Thus 
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which implies, in the language of the proof of Theorem 2.1, that T*< belongs 
to 
CT, ==I; + (-“; + TN;) + . . . + (,fj + TN; + . . . + TP-1. ,f;) 
and hence that r = TT*< belongs to 
TX, = TN; + (T& + T’J;) + . . . + (ZY; + T*J; + . . . + To, 4;) 
as well as to 
But now as 
it follows that < = 0 and hence that c, = ..a = ck = 0. This proves that the 
rank of the given matrix is equal to k and hence too that k < n. 1 
THEOREM 2.3. Let yO, y, ,..., be a sequence of m x n matrices such that 
11 I-, II< 1 and 1 is an isolated eigenvalue of To* r,, of finite multiplicity. Then 
for j = 0, l,.... 
ProoJ: If Ilr,ll < 1, then ,LL~ = 0 for j= 0, l,..., and so the asserted 
inequality is clearly valid. If i/r,// = 1, then it follows from Theorems 2.1 and 
2.2 and formula (2.2) that 
The supplementary inequality 
comes by carrying out a similar analysis for r,* ; see the discussion 
immediately below and Theorem 2.4 for additional details. 1 
Theorem 2.3 completes the justification of the construction of the table 
which was used to define norm indices in Section 1. The numbers p,,...,pk 
which appear in the statement of Theorem 2.1 are precisely the nonnegative 
norm indices of r,. Since they both determine and are uniquely determined 
by the numbers pj = dim ,q and 
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they are also the nonnegative qorm indices of r,*. In fact, since rj is an 
isometric mapping of Sq onto Cq every chain generator of r,, induces a chain 
generator for r,*. 
THEOREM 2.4. If I, satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 and if 
it (‘) )...) r(k); PI )..., pk} 
is a chain generator for I, and 
qj = rpitci’Y 
then 
(‘I 
(I) ,*-*, qtk’; PI >***, Pk } 
is a chain generator for I$ and so 
k<m 
and the m x k matrix 
has rank k. 
(1) 
I% . . . ,,a)] 
THEOREM 2.5. Let yO, y, ,..., be a sequence of n x n matrix Fourier coef- 
ficients of an element in 0, and suppose that IlI,,ll< 1. Then every unitary 
interpolant f E S2 has exactly 
nonnegative factorization indices a,>a,>...>a,. Moreover, the 
nonnegative factorization indices off agree with the nonnegative norm 
indices of TO : 
aj=Pjv 
for j = I,..., k, or, what amounts to the same, 
for j = 0, l,..., where 
x, = max(x, 0). 
580/54/3.2 
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Proof: Let Li denote the space of n X 1 vector valued functions 
g= c gjp 
j=-* 
with square summable coefficients and let P and Q denote the orthogonal 
projections of Li onto 
HZ= {gEL;:gj=O for j<O} 
and 
K;= {gEL;:gj=O for j > 0}, 
respectively. Let fE I2 be a unitary interpolant of y,,, y, ,.... It is then readily 
checked that 4 E 15 belongs to ~3; if and only if the function 
belongs to the kernel of Q - m*PfQ in Ki and hence that 
,u,, = dim ker(Q - Qj’*PfQ), 
where here and from now on we understand this and similar operators to be 
restricted to Kf, without special mention and use the same symbol for the 
function and the operator of multiplication by that function. But now asfis 
unitary and 
I-P=[-‘Q( 
it follows that 
Q - Q/-W-Q = Q - Qf*fQ + Q(U)* Q(U) Q 
= QU)* Q(U) Q 
= (QzTQ>* (QUQJ 
Therefore 
p,, = dim ker(u[Q) 
which in turn can be evaluated in terms of the factorization indices off by 
adapting a theorem of Gohberg and Krein [ 141. We sketch the argument for 
the sake of completeness: Representation (1.1) and the identities 
Qx+V-Q>=O 
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and 
(I-Q>x-Q=O 
imply that 
and 
QUQ = Qr;u+ D-K Q = QX, Qr;oQX- Q 
QX, QW,>-' Q = Q. 
Thus QX, Q and QX- Q are both invertible in Ki and so 
A, = dim ker(QX+ QDQX- Q) 
= dim ker(QDQ) 
This completes the proof for the case j.= 0. The remaining cases are 
immediate from the observation that forj > 0, c-jfis a unitary interpolant of 
the shifted sequence yj, rj+ 1 ,..., and hence, by much the same argument, 
,uj = dim ker { QC(C-‘f) Q } 
= dim ker { QC([-jD) Q} 
=(a,-jt l)+ t...+(ak-jt l),. I 
We remark that the conclusions of the last theorem may readily be shown 
to be applicable to isometric interpolants fE A, x n of sequences yO, y, ,..., of 
m x n matrices, m > n, providing that they admit a factorization of the form 
(1.1) but with X, E (/i ,,,)+ of rank n on D and X- as before. We will say 
thatfEA,,, is left regular if it admits such a factorization. Unitary f E R 
are automatically left regular. 
THEOREM 2.6. Let y,,, y1 ,..., be a sequence of m x n matrix Fourier coef- 
ficients of an element of (A,,,), with m > n and suppose that Ilr,ll< 1. 
Then every left regular isometric interpolant f E A,,, has 
nonnegative factorization indices. Moreover, the nonnegative factorization 
indices off agree with the nonnegative norm indices of r, just as set forth in 
the statement of Theorem 2.6. 
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Proof: A special case of Theorem 4 on p. 73 of Gohberg and Leiterer 
[ 151 implies that if X(C) E (A,,,,), and if rank X(C) is maximal on b,, then 
there exists a YE ((inX ,)+ such that 
and 
Y(C) -w> = 1, for all [ E K if m > n 
-w ym = 1, forall[ETifm<Frn; 
see also Allan [4] and Bochner and Phillips [5] for related results. The cited 
result guarantees in particular that, under the given conditions of the 
theorem, X, is left invertible. The proof of Theorem 2.5 now goes through 
almost word for word. 1 
It is important o bear in mind that not every isometric function admits a 
factorization of the form (1.1) with X, of maximal rank in D and X- inver- 
tible in fin_. Thus, for example, if A is taken as the Wiener algebra, and 
then 
rp(Cl = exp(C - C’), 
belongs to /i,, i, since both 1 and c have summable Fourier coefficients; f is 
isometric on T: 
m*m = 1 
for every 4 E W, and yet f does not admit a factorization of the requisite 
form. To check this assume to the contrary that 
where X- is invertible in /i _ and the 2 x 1 matrix factor has maximal rank 
in i!?. Then it is readily checked from the identities 
1 = a,(kX-/fi and p = a, Ckx-/fi 
that k < 0, that a, is a polynomial of degree less than or equal to -k with no 
roots on T and that 
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on T. But this in turn implies that 
a,(C) exp(C-‘I= a,(C) eer 
for < E T, which is clearly impossible for a polynomial a, other than the zero 
polynomial, which is not admissible. 
3. NONNEGATIVE NORM INDICES 
In this section we treat the case in which all the norm indices of r,, are 
nonnegative. In particular we complete the proof of the equivalence of the 
following two statements for sequences yO, yi ,..., of m x n matrix Fourier 
coefficients of elements of (A, x ,) + : 
(1) Yo, YlY.9 admits a left regular isometric interpolant f E A, x n with 
nonnegative factorization indices. 
(2) Il~oll < 1 andp, -ru, = n. 
More precisely, Theorem 3.3 will guarantee (among other things) that (2) 
implies both (1) and 
(3) Yo, YIV.., admits a unique isometric interpolant f E A, x n. 
The fact that (1) implies (2) follows from an elementary estimate to prove 
]]ro]] < 1 (see, e.g., p. 741 of [9]) and Theorem 2.6 while the proof that (3) 
implies (1) depends upon additional machinery and so is deferred until the 
next section. 
We remark that Theorem 1.2 is precisely the statement that (2) and (3) 
are equivalent for m = n and that, in this case, the interpolant is given by 
formula (3.1). 
We further remark that (2) in fact implies that every contructive inter- 
polant f E LE,, is automatically isometric and left regular; see the corollary 
to Theorem 3.3. 
THEOREM 3.1. A sequence yo, y1 ,..., of n x n matrix Fourier coefficients 
of an element of R, admits at most one unitary interpolant f E R with 
nonnegative factorization indices. 
Proof: Suppose that yo, y, ,..., admits two unitary interpolants f and g of 
class R. Then 
h=f-gERO_ 
and so 
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But now, upon invoking the factorizations 
f=X,DX_ and g = Y-AY t, 
where, as usual, the plus (resp. minus) terms are invertible in L?+ (resp. Q-) 
and D and A are diagonal matrices which (by present assumption) belong to 
0,) it follows readily that 
-AY+h*X+D= Y:‘hX:‘. 
However, this in turn exhibits Y: ’ ~XI ’ as an element of Q! n 0: = 0. 
Therefore 
YI'hX-' = 0 - 
and so too 
h=f-g=O, 
since X- and Y- are both invertible. I 
THEOREM 3.2. Let yO, yl,..., be a sequence of n x n matrix Fourier coef- 
ficients of an element of R, and suppose that llrOll < 1 and ,q, - ,D, = n. 
Then the given sequence admits a unique unitary interpolant f E fin. 
Moreover, if in this instance 
bt (I’)...) p; p1 )...) p,) 
is a chain generator for r,, and 
for j = l,..., n, and tf bj and aj, j = 0, I,..., denote the n x n matrices based on 
the jth components of ((I),..., cCn) and n(l),..., n(“), respectively: 
bj = ,,jl) . . . ,;“‘] and ai = [qj” . . . qj”], 
then 
b(C) = 2 bj[j and a(C) = c aj[j 
j=O j=O 
are both invertible in the algebra R, and the interpolant 
where 
f (0 = 40 D(5)[b(C-‘)l-13 
D(C) = diag(Pl,..., pn). 
(3.1) 
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Proof. The assumption that cl,, --,u~ = n guarantees via Theorem 2.5 that 
the factorization indices of every unitary interpolantfE 0 of yO, y1 ,..., are all 
nonnegative and in fact are uniquely prescribed by the norm indices of P,. 
Theorem 3.1 further implies that there is at most one such unitary inter- 
polant. Therefore, in order to complete the proof of the theorem, it suffices to 
show that the function defined by formula (3.1) belongs to Q and is a 
unitary interpolant of yO, y1 ,.... The argument is broken up into steps. 
Step 1. Show that a(C) and b(C) both belong to Q,. 
ProoJ The proof is similar in spirit to the proofs of Theorem 4.1 of [8] 
and [9]; see also the references cited there. Nevertheless we sketch the 
argument for the sake of completeness. 
It suffices to show that if < E Zi belongs to Xi, then the components cj of 
<, j=O, l,..., can be identified as the vector Fourier coefficients of an element 
of (A,, i)+ . Let Y denote the Banach space of sequences of vector Fourier 
coefficients of elements of (A, X 1) + with norm induced by An X , . Then, since 
QP, is compact in both lf, and Y, there exists a 6 > 0 such that AI - r,*r, 
is invertible in both 1: and ZY for all points A in the deleted disc 
0 < IA - 11 < 6. Let P, (resp. PJ denote the Riesz projector 
computed in <Y (resp. Zi), let ok, k = 1, 2 ,..., be a sequence of approximating 
Riemann sums to P, and let <E 9. Then ok< converges to P,< in Y, as 
k ] co. Thus the difference of the corresponding functions in (A, x ,)+ tends 
to zero in Anx, and so too in the supnorm and consequently also in 
Li, ,(T, de). Therefore, by Parseval’s theorem, (uk - P,) < tends to zero in 
15. But this implies that P, l= P2< for every c E ,Y and so 
Therefore, since Y is dense in li, 
cl{P,,Y} = cl{P,Y) =X0, 
where the cl indicates closure in the If, sense. However, since Xi is finite 
dimensional, the closure is independent of the choice of norm. Hence, P,.Y, 
which is closed in Y, is equal to <Xi. 
Step 2. Ve$jy the formulas 
f Yj+kbk =(aD)j 
k=O 
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for j = 0, l,..., and the identity 
b(C) WI * [40 WI = P(r- l )I * PV)l (3.2) 
for (ET. 
Prooj The first two assertions are immediate from the observation that 
To(U) = pq”’ and rt TPiq”’ = (“‘, 
for j = l,..., n. To verify the third it is enough to check that the nonpositive 
Fourier coefftcients of both sides match and that is straightforward. 
Step 3. Show that a(<) and b(c) have maximal rank on T. 
Proof. Fix r. E T and let u belong to the kernel of a(C,) D(C,). Then, by 
(3.2), u also belongs to the kernel of b(&‘). Now let g, and h,, k = 0, l,..., 
denote the Fourier coefficients of 
respectively. Then it follows, much as in the sufficiency proof of 
Theorem 2.11 of [9], that the sequences 
g = (go7 g1 Y.9) and h = (ho, h, Y.,) 
belong to ZEXn and that gu and hu are solutions of the system of equations 
gu = -& ’ I-, hu, hu = -(,I-; gu. 
The actual verification is a little more subtle, however, since the explicit 
formulas for g, and h, used in [9] are no longer valid. Now 
gk = ‘;lc [ok i=ff,, ujr'C-' 
and 
h,=li$ 2 bj&-’ 
j=k+l 
for k = 0, l,.... Nevertheless, 
b;u = (him1 - h&l,‘) u 
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for i = 1, 2,..., and 
&‘h,u=lim rt, f b,r’i;‘u-b,uj 
! j=O 
=lif:b(r[,‘)u--024 
= -bou, 
just as in [9]. It next follows, much as in [9], that 
-[,‘g yk+i+,hiurk+’ 
i-0 
+(1-r) f 
j=k+ I 
But now since To maps 2: into itself the second term is readily seen to be of 
the form 
(1 - r) WC,) 
with FEH:, and, by elementary estimates, it tends to zero as r T 1. 
Therefore hu and -Co gu are indeed a Schmidt pair for Z-, as claimed above. 
Thus hu belongs to 3, and so can be expressed as a linear combination of 
<(I) ,p 
7 ,-.., 
p-l)<(l), 
subject to the usual conventions. But this is the same as to say that there 
exists a choice of constant vectors uo,..., uk such that 
b(C) - b(C,‘) 
C-L? 
u = b(c) u. + (b(C) u, t *** -I Ckb(O ‘k 
and hence that 
b(C) u = b(C)(C- Co’){uo + b, + *** + ckUk} 
for all complex < with I[] < 1. Since b(0) is invertible by Theorem 2.2 it 
follows that b(c) is invertible for all [ with ][] < E. Therefore 
u=((-&‘){&,+&, t *‘* tckU,} 
first for It] < E and then by analytic continuation for all c. But this is only 
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viable if u = 0. Thus a(&,) and, thanks to (3.2), b(&‘) have full rank at 
every point Co E T, as asserted. 
Step 4. Show that a(<) and b(c) have maximal rank in D. 
ProoJ Fix w E D, with w # 0, let u belong to the kernel of a(w) D(w) 
and let 
i--g)= (1 -tic>-’ (C-w). 
Then, by imitating the arguments in Step 4 of the sufficiency proof of 
Theorem 2.11 of [9 1, it follows that the vector in 15 with components equal 
to the Fourier coefficients of 
belongs to the kernel of Z - ZJ,*. Thus it can be expressed as a linear 
combination of 
But this is the same as saying that 
for some choice of divisors Dj(Q E W, of II([) and constant vectors ul. 
Therefore 
for all [E D and so too 
(l - wc)D(c) u = (c- w)(D(c) UN, + ‘** + Dk(c) hi 
for all complex [, since u(O) is left invertible thanks to Theorems 2.2 and 2.4. 
The choice 4 = w implies that 
(1 -~w~2)D(w)u=O 
and hence, since D(w) is nonsingular for w # 0, that u = 0. This proves that 
u(w) has rank n at all points w E D except possibly w = 0. But, as we have 
already observed u(O) also has rank n. 
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The proof that b is nonsingular in ID is a little simpler. The point of 
departure is the observation that if u belongs to the kernel of b(o), then the 
Fourier coefficients of (b(<)/r([)) u define an element in Xi and hence 
b(5) r(r) u = b(C) u,, + W) u, + ... + CkbtC) uk 
for some choice of constant vectors u,,,..., uk, much as in Step 3. But this in 
turn implies that 
(l-or)u=(r-O)(Uo+rU,+‘.‘+rkUk.] 
for all complex c since b(0) is nonsingular. Therefore 
(1 - jw12) u = 0. 
The rest is plain. 
Step 5. Check that formula (3.1) defines a unitary interpolant fE 52 of 
y,,, y, ,..., with factorization indices pi ,..., p,,. 
Proof: Steps 1, 3, and 4 imply that fE Q, that a(c) and b(c) are inver- 
tible in 0, and that f has left factorization indices p, ,..., p,,. Identity (3.2) 
guarantees that f is unitary on T and hence that, as we have already 
remarked, there is no need to distinguish between left and right factorization 
indices: both sets agree. 
Finally the first formula in Step 2 guarantees that 
P Igo y,CjbtC-‘)/ = 4) WC), 
I 
where P here denotes the natural projection of R onto R, : 
Thus 
which in turn implies that 
f(C)- 1 YjC’=g-(C)[b(C-‘)I-’ 
j=O 
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for some g- E a”_ and hence that 
for j > 0. This completes the proof of both Step 5 and the theorem. I 
We remark that, if the word unitary is replaced by the word isometric, 
then the proofs of Steps l-5 remain valid for m x n matrix valued functions 
with m > n. Indeed it is for this reason that Steps 3 and 4 are phrased in 
terms of maximal rank rather than in terms of simple invertibility which 
would have been adequate for the n x n case treated there. Conclusions for 
the case ,u,, -p, = m < n may be deduced from the case m > n by working 
with adjoints: You have only to notice that f([-‘)* belongs to /i,,, and 
interpolates y$, y;” ,..., if and only if f(c) belongs to /1, Xn and interpolates 
yO, y1 ,.... The conclusion may be summed up as follows: 
THEOREM 3.3. Let yO, y, ,..., be a sequence of m x n matrix Fourier coef- 
ficients of an element of (A,,,), and suppose that IlT,/l < 1 and 
pug --pi = min{m, n} 
and let D(c), a(C) and b(C) be defined in terms of the norm indices and chain 
generators of r, and T,* as in Theorem 3.2. 
Then, if m > n, the given sequence admits a unique isometric interpolant 
f (0 = 4 D(C)[b(C-‘)I- 
and a(C) belongs to (A,,,), and has rank n on iD and b(C) is invertible in 
R f’ 
On the other hand, if n > m, then 
f(C)= [43*1-’ W[b(C-‘)I* 
is the unique co-isometric interpolant of the given sequence, a([) is invertible 
in (A ,,,)+ and b(c) belongs to (Anxm)+ and has rank m on D. 
Proof: The only item which requires proof is the uniqueness of the inter- 
polant; the rest is plain from the preceding discussion. The uniqueness proof 
which we shall present rests on the Adamjan, Arov, and Krein theory of one 
step extensions which is developed in suitable form for present purposes in 
the next section and is summarized in Theorem 4.1. 
Suppose first that m > n, and let g be any isometric interpolant of y,,, 
y1 ,..., and let r- I denote the Hankel operator based on gP 1, yO, yr ,.... Then 
11 r-, 11 Q 1 and so, by Theorem 4.1, 
g-,=z+xKY 
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for some m x n contraction K, where 2, X, and Y are defined in the 
statement of Theorem 4.1 and depend only upon yO, yr ,..., and 
p0 --,~r = dim ker X= dim ker Y. 
But since Y is n x n and ,u~ -,ur = n in the case under study it follows that 
Y = 0 and hence that g-, is uniquely specified by yO, y, ,.... Another 
application of Theorem 4.1 yields the supplementary fact that 
and this in turn implies that the argument propagates: g-,, g-, ,..,, are all 
uniquely determined by yo, y1 ,..., i.e., there is only one isometric extension. 
Next if m < n and g is a co-isometric interpolant of yo, y1 ,..., then g(C- ‘)* 
is an isometric interpolant of yo*, y:,..., and, since the numbers ,uj are not 
affected by interchanging I’ and I’*, the previous argument may be invoked 
to prove uniqueness. I 
COROLLARY. Let yo, y,,..., be a sequence of m x n matrix Fourier coef- 
ficients of an element of (A,,,)+ with m > n and suppose that [[Toll = 1 and 
P, --ru, = n. Then yo, Y,,..., admits exactly one contractive interpolant 
f~LZ,n. It is automatically isometric, left regular, and belongs to A, x n. 
Proof: Let f be any contractive interpolant of yo, y, ,..., then clearly (in 
the notation of Theorem 3.2 adapted to the nonsquare case) 
and so 
a(C) WC) = Pf (0 b(C’) 
II WC-‘) u>ll = II a(C) WI u II 
=IIPf(C)b(C-'1 ull 
~IIf~~~~~~-‘~~ll~ll~~~-‘~~ll 
for every u E C”, where the norm is taken in Lk or Lf, as appropriate. But 
this in turn implies that 
a(C)W)=pfKJW') =fG')b(C-') 
for a.e. c E T and hence that 
f (Cl = 40 WC) W’)-‘. 
The, rest is plain. 1 
We remark that if f is a unitary interpolant of a sequence yo, y, ,..., of 
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square matrices, then there exists an integer v > 0 such that <‘lf is a unitary 
interpolant with nonnegative factorization indices of the sequence 
But this in turn implies, via the equivalence of statements (1) and (3) at the 
outset of this section, that (“f and hence f is uniquely determined by its 
Fourier coefficients fi with j > --v. This is not true for isometric interpolants 
of nonsquare matrices unless they are left regular, in which case the same 
conclusion follows from Theorem 3.3. However, as the example following 
Theorem 2.6 indicates, there exist isometric functions in A,,, which are not 
left regular. 
For the sake of clarity, we summarize the main results to this point for the 
nonsquare case in the next three theorems. 
THEOREM 3.4. The sequence yO, y, ,..., of m x n matrix Fourier coef- 
ficients of an element of (A, X ,) + with m > n admits an isometric interpolant 
f~~r?z,n tf and only tf 111011 < 1. If llIJ[ < 1, then the sequence admits at 
least one left regular isometric interpolant f E A, X n. Moreover, every such 
left regular isometric interpolant has exactly k = p,, - p, nonnegative 
factorization indices which are uniquely spectjied by the given sequence yO, 
y,,..., just as in Theorem 1.1. The remaining n - k factorization indices may 
be prescribed arbitrarily, i.e., there exist left regular isometric interpolants 
f EAnlXll for every choice of negative integers Pk + , ,..., /3,. 
Proof The necessity of the condition Ilr,ll < 1 for the existence of an 
isometric interpolant is readily checked by elementary estimates. On the 
other hand, if Ilr,ll < 1, then by Theorem 4.1 and the discussion following 
the statement of Theorem 4.1, y,,, y, ,..., admits a left regular isometric iner- 
polant with n - (,u,, - ,u,) arbitrarily chosen negative factorization indices. 
The description of the nonnegative factorization indices follows from 
Theorem 2.6. 1 
THEOREM 3.5. The sequence y,,, y, ,..., of m x n matrix Fourier coef- 
ficients of an element of (A, ,,)+ with m > n admits a unique isometric inter- 
polant f E A,,, if and only if conditions (a) and (b) of Theorem 1.2 hold. In 
this case f is left regular and is given by the formula of Theorem 1.2 
(adapted to the m x n case). 
Proof This is immediate from Theorems 3.4 and 3.3. ! 
THEOREM 3.6. The sequence yO, y1 ,..., of m x n matrix Fourier coef- 
ficients of an element of (A,,,)+ d t a mi s a left regular isometric interpolant 
with zero factorization indices if and only tf conditions (ak(c) of 
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Theorem 1.3 hold. Moreover, in this case, the sequence admits only one 
isometric interpolant and it is given by the formula of Theorem 1.3 (adapted 
to the m x n case). 
Proof This is immediate from Theorems 3.4 and 3.5. 1 
4. ONE STEP EXTENSIONS 
In this section we shall complete the proof of the equivalence of statements 
(2) and (3) in the inroduction to Section 3 .and, so too, the proof of 
Theorem 1.2 and its isometric counterpart Theorem 3.5. The main tool is the 
following theorem for “one step extensions.” 
THEOREM 4.1. Let yO, y, ,..., be a sequence of m x n matrix Fourier coef- 
ficients of an element of (A,x,)+ and suppose that IlP, II< 1 and 
Then 11 P-, II< 1 if and only tf y- , can be expressed in the form 
y-,=Z+XKY, 
where X and Y are the nonnegative square roots of 
X2 =~*[I-l-oN,l-,*] Ii 
and 
Y2=zz*[z-r,*&r0]17, 
Z = -fi*l-oN,l-fY-o17, 
N, and 2, are defined just above Theorem 4.3, and K is an m x n 
contraction : 1 K I < 1. Moreover, 
and, if y- , is so expressed, 
~u_,-~o=dimkerY(I-K*K)Y=dimkerX(I-KK*)X, 
where 
P _ 1 = dim ker(1 - PI r- 1). 
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The identification of extensions r-, of r,, subject to the bounds ](r,,(( < 
]]r-, ]( < 1, with matrices y-r belonging to a matrix ball is due to Adamjan 
et al. [3]. However, their description of the matrix ball is less explicit; it is 
expressed in terms of limits. The explicit formulas which are given here for 
the center of the ball 2 and its left and right semi-radii X and Y seem to be 
new. The main innovation of this theorem are the evaluations of p, -,u, and 
p _ r - p,, in terms of X, Y, and K. 
If say m > n and p0 --pr = n, then Y = 0 and y- 1 = 2. This is another 
manifestation of the uniqueness expressed in Theorems 3.2 and 3.3. This sort 
of connection was first observed in Theorem 1.3 of [ 31. 
Present interest centers on the case m > n > pu, -p, . Then Theorem 4.1 
guarantees that for every integer r such that 
there are infinitely many choices of y-, for which 
If this procedure is iterated until ultimately (in a self-evident notation) 
then, by a self-evident adaptation of Theorem 3.3, the sequence y-,, y,-,,,..., 
admits a unique isometric interpolant g E A,,, with gj = yj-,, for j = 0, I,.... 
Moreover, g is left regular and the factorization indices of g will be 
nonnegative with 
clj-"-2~j+,-,,+iuj+2-,. 
indices equal to j for j = 0, l,.... Thus 
f = C”s 
is a left regular isometric interpolant in A,,,, of yO, yi ,..., with n - &,, - p,) 
negative factorization indices, which may be arbitrarily specified by 
appropriate choice of y-, ,..., y- 1. The freedom of choice in y -“,..., y- 1 which 
is present whenever pu, -,ul < n reflects the nonuniqueness in the interpolant 
f in this case and serves to complete the proof of the equivalence of 
statements (2) and (3) of Section 3. 
It remains to establish Theorem 4.1. It is a special case of Theorem 4.4 
which is itself the endproduct of a lengthy sequence of preliminary lemmas 
and theorems. In order to minimize the use of negative subscripts which 
complicate the notation we shift indices and presume from now on that r1 is 
given and consider the existence of matrices y0 such that r,, has prescribed 
properties. In fact, unless stated otherwise, we shall assume for the rest of 
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this section that yi , y2 ,..., is a given sequence of m x n matrices such that 1 
is an isolated eigenvalue of r?r, of finite multiplicity. Recall that T denotes 
the shift in 1; and d maps q,, E Cm onto (qO, 0,O ,...) E 1:. 
The notation 
R,= @‘I-I-fT,)-’ and i, = @“I-r,ry 
will prove useful. If p > 1 > IIT, 11, then both these operators are strictly 
positive. The m X m, n X n and m X n matrices, respectively, 
x0 = @2I?*li;,fi)-“*, (4.1) 
Y, = @2L?Rp17-“2, (4.2) 
and 
z, = -xpF+v-,R,rTr,n, (4.3) 
will play an important role in the sequel. They are clearly well defined for 
P > 1 2 llr, II an in fact tend to a limit as p 1 1. The next four lemmas d 
develop some useful identities including alternate xpressions for X,, Y, , and 
Z, which remain valid for p = 1. 
LEMMA 4.1. If p > I > Ilr,ll, then 
Proof: It suffkes to show that 
p2~*[r-r,@*z-rrz*r2)-Ir~]~~*~,I?=n*n. 
However, since 
fifl*=r-m* and fi*F= 0 
the left-hand side of the asserted equality is equal to 
p*l?*[I-r,@*r-r,*r,)-‘r::]~,~ 
+p2ff*r,@2z-r2*r2)-1rl*~*~,,ii=r, 
in a self-evident notation. But now as 
(4.4) 
and 
500/54/3-3 
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it follows readily that 
z=p2~*~,f-ii*r,@2z-r~r2)-1@2z-r~r2)r~d,ii 
=fi*tj?z-r,z-:)&ii 
= fi*ff, 
as asserted. I 
LEMMA 4.2. Ifp > 1 > llr,ll, then 
y;=z7*[z-r~@2z-r2r~)-9-,]n. (4.5) 
ProoJ: The proof is immediate from Lemma 4.1 by a change of 
notation. I 
LEMMA 4.3. Ifp > 1 2 llr, 11, then 
R,'-r:iiX~ii"r,=~,l@~z-r:r,)-'R,~ (4.6) 
and 
n*(~,'-r::r,[~,-~,r~l?x~ji*r,~,]r,*r,)n=p2~~. (4.7) 
Proof: By Lemma 4.1 the left-hand side of (4.6) is equal to 
R;'-z-~zTzT*[z-r,~2z-z-g-2)-V:]iir?*r, 
=R;~-{z-r~L@*r,@2z-r~r2)-1~r~iZzT*r, 
=R;'-{z-(r~r,-r~r2)~2z-rr:r2)-~~rl*z%*r,. 
Since fifi* is a projection and 
r,*iii*z-,=r:(z- FrT*)z-,=r:z-,-r:r,. 
The rest of the verification of (4.6) is straightforward with another 
application of this last identity and the supplementary formula 
rl*r,-rr2*r2=p2z-z-r2*r2-~;'. 
Next, with the help of (4.6), the left-hand side of (4.7) is readily seen to be 
equal to 
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LEMMA 4.4. If p > 1 > llr, I), then 
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(4.8) 
and 
z,=-ii*r,r,*d,r,m$. 
ProoJ It follows readily from (4.4), and much the same argument as was 
used to prove it, that 
-z,=~*[I-r,@ZI-r~r,)-,r::]jiji*r,R,r,*r,n 
=d*[I-r,@21-rg-2)-,rl*]r,Rpr$y7 
$~*r,@21-rz*r2)-,r~r2RprZ*r,n 
=I?*r,R,r::r,II+~*r,@21-rr2*r2)-, (r;r,-r::r,)R,r,Xr,n 
=~*r,R,r~r,n+I?*r,@21-r::r2)-, 
x {(rzXr2-p21)+R,,}R,r,*r,17 
=d*r,@'I-r;r,)-,r;r,n. 
The second identity can be proved in much the same way, or, what is even 
simpler, by taking the adjoint of the first identity and then interchanging rj 
with r’ and 17 with I?. 1 
THEOREM 4.2. If l/r, 1) < 1 and p > 1, then /[I’, )I < p if and onijj if 
I~.30 -q y;‘I GP. 
Proof: Let us first express the extension r, of T, in block form as 
A B 
r, = 
I I C D 
with 
/ 
Yl 
A =~a, B = [Y,Y~ a.. 13 c= Yz 
It is then readily checked that 
and D=r,. 
(4.9) 
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where 
and 
M,, =A*A + c*c, M,, =M&, 
M,, = A*B t C*D, M,,=B*B+D*D=l-;I’,, 
E, = P’I - M,, - M,2@21 - M,,)-’ M,, , 
F,=p’I-M,,, 
G, = -M,,@‘I - Mz2)-‘, 
and hence that 
if and only if 
p2r-rr0*r0>o 
E, > 0. 
But now, the last inequality is readily seen to be equivalent o the inequality 
A*A t (A*B + C*D)R.(B*A t D*C)<p’Z- C*C 
which in turn is equivalent o the inequality 
A*(ItBR,B*)A+A*BR,D*CtC*DR,B*A 
<p21 - C*C - C”DR,D*C. 
However, 
ItBR,B*=l?*(I+l-,R,l-;}fi 
=p2ii*@2z-r,r:)-1ii 
=xp2 
and so, upon setting 
H, = BR,D*C = li*I-,R,TTl-,ll 
and invoking Lemma 4.3, it follows readily that the last inequality can be 
written in the more transparent form 
(A*X,’ + H,*X,)(X,‘A +X,H,) 
<p’I- C*C- C*DR,D”C+ H,*X;H, 
=p’Yi. 
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The rest is plain since Y, is strictly positive and 
Z, = -X;H,, 
by definition. lil 
Let 5F0 denote the matrix ball of m x IE matrices M which can be 
expressed in the form 
M=Z, +XoKYp 
for some m x n contraction K. Theorem 4.2 can be rephrased in these terms 
as follows : 
COROLLARY 1. Zf p2 > pI > 12 llr,l19 then 
c%*=%,* 
ProojI If yO E 9’D,, then, by the theorem, 
Il~oll G PI < P2 
and hence, by another application of the theorem, yO E %‘,,,. 1 
COROLLARY 2. llZ-Jl< 1 (f-and onZy if 
Yo E n .q. 
P>l 
Proof: This is immediate from the theorem and the observation that 
]]rO]] < 1 if and only if ]]rO]] <p for every p > 1. I 
Theorem 4.2 and its two corollaries appear first in the fundamental work 
of Adamjan et al. [3]. The presented proof seems a little simpler and 
although formulated in terms of block matrices yj remains valid in a much 
wider context. The main point, however, is, as we have already remarked, 
that formulas (4.4), (4.5), and (4.8) are valid for p = 1 also; see the 
discussion following the next lemma. 
LEMMA 4.5. i"llr,II < 1, then 
z-f fix E .9f2 and r, ZZx E d2 for every x E C *. 
Proof: To prove the first assertion it suffices to show that TTI?x is 
orthogonal to Zz. But if o E .F; then, by Lemma 2.1, 
r,‘p = iT2q 
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and so 
(z-gfx, cp) = (fix, iQ0) = 0. 
The second assertion follows from the first by a change of notation. I 
Lemma 4.5 guarantees that formulas (4.4), (4.5), and (4.8) are meaningful 
for p = 1. Thus, for example, in (4.4) (Z - ZF Z,) -I may be interpreted as the 
inverse of the retriction of Z - Z’,* Z, to the closed subspace .9*. In fact the 
formula remains valid even if (Z - Z;*Z,)- ’ Z,*fix is interpreted as the 
inverse image of Affix because the ambiguity due to 3; is annihilated by 
I?*Z, : If v, E &, then 
thanks to Lemma 2.1. 
The notation 
and 
No= [(z-rj*r,)l,+’ (restricted to 3Pj) 
ni,= [(z-rjrjy,gl]-l * (restricted to 9j) 
for j = 0, l,..., will prove useful; Nj (resp. gj) is a bounded invertible 
operator which maps Sj (resp. *kj) onto itself. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let y,, y2 ,..., be a sequence of m x n matrices such that 1 
is an isolated eigenvalue of r:r, of finite multiplicity and (Irl (1 < 1. Then 
11 r, 1) < 1 if and only if yO can be expressed in the form 
yo=z, +X,KY,, 
where X, and Y, are the nonnegative square roots of 
x;=fi*(z-r,zv,r:)zT 
and 
Y;=n*(z-r;ni,r,)zz, 
2, = --ii*rlhq-,*r,zz, 
and K is a contraction: (K 1 < 1. 
ProojI In view of Corollaries 1 and 2 to Theorem 4.2 it suffices to show 
that 
3, = n gp. 
P>l 
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Under the given assumptions 9* is a closed subspace of Ii. Moreover, 
p21- r,*r, is a l-l mapping of S2 onto itself for every p > 1. Therefore, by 
standard estimates based on the resolvent identity, it is readily checked that 
w-w,>I.@J’= @2~--r:wI,R* 
converges uniformly to N, as p 1 1. Thus, in view of Lemma 4.5, Xz + Xi 
and, similarly, Yz + Yi and Z, + Z, as p 1 1. It follows readily that 
Y,‘Y and X,-+X 
as p 1 1 and hence that, for any sequence of contractions K, , p > 1, 
Z, +PX#,Y, 
tends, at least along a subsequence, to 
2, +X, KY, E 9, 
as p 1 1. This proves that 
On the other hand, if y,, E 28,) i.e., if 
y,,=Z, +X,KY, 
for some contraction K, then 
Therefore, since 
and the BP are closed nested subsets of Cm” it follows by standard 
arguments that y0 E 2’Q for every p > 1. 1 
The next main result is a formula for the number of chain generators for 
the extension r, in terms of yO. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let y,, y2 ,..., be a sequence of m x n matrices such that 1 
is an isolated eigenvalue of r;r, offinite multiplicity and let r, denote the 
extension based on 
yo=Z, +X,KY, E9,. 
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Then 
and 
Ilroll G 1, ,uu,-&=dimkerY,=dimkerX, 
pO -pi = dim ker( Y,(I-K*K) Y,} = dim ker(X,(I-KK*)X,}. 
It is convenient o first prove a number of lemmas. 
LEMMA 4.6. Zf [jr, I( < 1 and < E 3; and v E $, then 
T*< = NJ:l-,lI&, (rnodulo 3;) 
and 
P~=ni,~-,r::fi~~ (modulo & 
ProoJ If < E A, then 
T*<= T"T:'I-,( 
=r,*r,r 
Therefore, 
(z-~-g-,) T*<=rfr,nt,. 
This clearly identifies rt r, ZZ&, as an element of 9, and hence establishes 
the first assertion. The second follows from the first by a self-evident change 
of notation. I 
LEMMA 4.7. If ((r,((< 1 and <EX,, then Y,<,=O. I$ ((r,((< 1 and 
YE&, then X,q,=O. 
ProoJ If <ET, then, by Lemma 2.1, 
ii*r,~=ii*f3-,~=0 
for every r, with [IT,, 11 < 1. But this is the same as to say that 
y,<,+fi*r,T*<=O 
for every y,, E A?r which in turn reduces to the statement 
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for every contraction K, thanks to Lemmas 4.4, 4.6 and the fact that 
fi*z-,cp=z7*iT2cp=o 
for cp E X, when )I Z, (I< 1; see Lemma 2.1. This proves the first assertion. 
The second follows from the first by a self-evident change of notation. i 
LEMMA 4.8. Zf llr, 11 & 1 and Y, &, = 0 for some to E C”, then the vector 
t = ZZY, + TZ-~I$Z-,%, 
belongs to 4. 
Proof: We first observe that the formula for ( is rendered meaningful by 
Lemma 4.5. The proof that r E A is by computation: 
r~r,r=r~{z+r,r,*ni,}r,ny, 
= rffQy7y, 
= @7zz* + TT”) r: ni,r, Ly, 
= z7tJo + n-f ni, r, zzy, ; 
the assumption that Y,& = 0 was used to pass from line 3 to line 4. 1 
LEMMA 4.9. Zf IIT, II< 1 and X, q,, = Ofot some q0 E C”, then the vector 
?j = riij, + Fzp,r,* fitjo 
belongs to $. 
Proof: The proof is immediate from Lemma 4.8 by a change of 
notation. I 
LEMMA 4.10. Zf IIT, II < 1 and if T, denotes the extension of T, based on 
yo=Z,+X,KY,E91, 
then 
((Z - r,*r,)(r;ru + TV), (l7u + TV)) = 0 (4.10) 
foruEC”andvES,ifandonlyif 
and 
u”Y,(Z-K”K) Y,u =o 
v = N,r::rozzu. 
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ProoJ We first remark that the formula for u is meaningful since 
r;krJ724 E 9, 
for every u E G”: since Ilr,,ll < 1 for every y0 E A!?,, Lemma 2.1 implies that 
(r: r,z724, cp) = (zh, r,* r, , up) = (~724, rr,* r, qp> =0 
for every rp EC&. 
Next, it follows readily from (4.9) that (4.10) holds if and only if 
a*E,a + (F&P) = 0, 
where 
E, =1-M,, -M,zN1Mzl, 
F, =z-r:r,, 
and M,,, M,*, and M,, are defined in the proof of Theorem 4.2. In 
particular GTu is well defined since 
fw,,~ = (r:zz~, + zyz-,zz) u = z-;rz-,z724 
belongs to .R, for every u E C”, as was noted at the outset of the proof. Now 
as 
/?=Gfu+u=-N,M,,u+u 
belongs to B?i and F, is strictly positive on SF, it is immediate that (4.10) 
holds if and only if /3 = 0 and 
u*E,u=O. 
The proof is now completed by verifying the identity 
u*E,u=u*Y,(Z-K*K)Y,u. 
The first step in the verification is to observe, following the proof of 
Theorem 4.2, that 
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But now as 
it follows that the given y,, can also be expressed in the form 
y,,=Z,fX,K,Y 0’ 
where the K,, p > 1, are contractions which tend to K as p 1 1. Therefore 
u*E,u = l$y*[p*Y; - YPK;K,, Y,] u. 
The rest is plain. 1 
Proof of Theorem 4.4. The first assertion is immediate from 
Theorem 4.3. To prove the first formula for ,u, - ,uz let {r(l) ,..., CCV’; pr ,..., p,.} 
be a chain generator for rr. Then, by Theorem 2.2 and Lemma 4.7, the 
vectors Chj’, j = l,..., V, are linearly independent members of the kernel of Y, . 
Thus 
dim ker Y, 2 V. (4.11) 
On the other hand, if &, E ker Y,, then, by Lemma 4.8, 
t = rrY,, + TZ-; &I-, Ii’& 
belongs to .AV; and so, by Theorem 2.1, can be expressed as a linear 
combination of r(l),..., <(“) and a finite number of translates thereof: 
<= ,J(‘) + . . . + c,p + . . . ) 
where the unspecified terms on the right designate translates of the first u 
vectors. But this in turn implies that 
and hence that equality prevails in (4.11). To complete this part of the proof 
you have only to note that v = ,u, -,u2, by Theorem 2.1. 
Next, we observe that 
since .& and T& are subsets of X0 and T is an isometry. But the set 
.& @ Tq is precisely the set of I~ZJ + TV with u E C” and v E SF1 which 
satisfy (4.10). Therefore, since 
Y,(Z - K*K) Y, > 0, 
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the dimension of this set is equal to the dimension of the kernel of this 
matrix. This completes the proof of the first formula for P,, - ,D, . The two 
formulas in terms of X, are readily obtained from those involving Y, by a 
change in notation. 1 
We conclude this section with a mild generalization of the second discrete 
analogue of the theorem of Krein and Melik-Adamyan which was alluded to 
in the Introduction; the original statement is Theorem 2.12 of [9]. 
THEOREM 4.5. If yl, y2 ,..., is a sequence of m x n matrix Fourier coef- 
ficients of an element of (A m X ,,) + , then there exists an f E A,,, x n with jJ. = yj 
for j > 1 which is left regular isometric on B and has nonnegative 
factorization indices, the largest of which is equal to a, if and only if the 
following three conditions hold: 
(4 IM G 1, 
(b) Ilrall= 1, 
cc> II~,+,II < 1. 
In particular there exists such an f with zero factorization indices if and only 
iflv-III < 1. 
Proof If such an f exists, then it is a left regular isometric interpolant of 
fo, Yl 3 Y2 7***3 with nonnegative factorization indices and hence, by Theorem 
3.4, llr,,ll < 1. Therefore (a) holds and, by Theorem 2.6, ,D, > 0 and 
P =+, = 0, which proves that (b) and (c) hold also. 
Conversely, if (a), (b), and (c) hold, then, by Theorem 4.4, Ilr,ll < 1 and 
pclo -,u, = dim ker Yr(Z- K*K) Y, 
for every choice of 
yo=Z, +X,KY, 
belonging to .8,. If in particular, K is chosen to be isometric, then 
and so, by Theorem 3.4 the sequence yo, y, ,..., admits a unique left regular 
isometric interpolant f E A, x n with nonnegative factorization indices. 
Moreover, the number of factorization indices which are equal to j is equal 
to 
Pj--Pj+l +Pj+Z 
which is positive for j= a and zero for j > a, by (b) and (c). Thus the largest 
factorization index is equal to a. 
The final statement is just the special case a = 0. i 
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5. NEGATIVE NORM INDICES 
In this section we adapt a formula of Adamjan et al. [3] for isometric and 
contractive interpolants of a sequence of m x n matrices y,,, y, ,..., with m > n 
and Ilr,/l < 1 to the present setting, i.e., to the Banach space /i, Xn of m X n 
matrix valued functions on T with entries in the Banach algebra rl. The 
assumption Ilr,ll < 1 forces the norm indices of TO to be negative. 
The main result may be summarized as follows: 
THEOREM 5.1. Let yO, y1 ,..., be a sequence of m X n matrix Fourier coef- 
ficients of an element of (A,,,)+ and suppose that m > n and 11 r,, I( < 1. Let 
q+(C) = g [(I - r,z-,*>-I zqjxp, 
j=O 
y+(C)= F [~(z-roz-,*)-‘z-on]j Yrj, 
p0 
w-g)= 5 [T(z-r,*ro)-‘r,*ill,ixr-,‘, 
j=O 
and 
v-K)= 2 [(z-z-,*z-,)-‘z7), Y(-j, 
j=O 
where X and Y are as dejked in Theorem 4.1. Then w+ E (A, X ,)+ , 
w- E (An,,)- and CP+ + v+ E* and IJ-E + rp- are invertible elements of 
(4,,>+ and VnXn)--, respectively, for every contractive E E (A, x ,) _ . 
Moreover, the formula 
@E(C)= b+(W(C) + w+K)lb-(C)E(C) + u,-K>l-’ 
= b+(C)* +E(O w+(C)*]-’ [w-K)* +W)v-(C)*l 
is valid for every [ E T and defines a one to one correspondence between the 
set of all matrix valued functions E E (A,,,,,)) which are contractive on T 
and the set of all interpolants of yo, y, ,..., which belong to A,,, and are 
contractive on T. The interpolant QE is isometric on a if and only if E is 
isometric on T. 
The proof of Theorem 5.1 is distributed over a lengthy sequence of steps 
which are presented as independent lemmas. The logic follows the spirit of 
the proof of Theorem 6.1 of Adamjan et al. [3]. Nevertheless we present he 
details both for the sake of completeness and because our setting is different 
and requires some different arguments in spots. A second conclusion of 
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independent interest which emerges from this analysis is presented at the end 
of this section as Theorem 5.2. 
It is convenient, just as in Section 4, to shift indices and to presume from 
now on that yi, y2,..., is the given sequence of m X n matrices and to 
consider interpolants f with f;. = yj for j > 1. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let y,, y2 ,..., be a sequence of m x n matrices such that 
IIT, 11 < 1 and let 
r,=z, fX,KY,, 
where X,, Y,, and Z, are as defined in Theorem 4.3 and K is a constant 
m X n contractive matrix. Then every Schmidt pair < E .& and v = r,,< for 
the operator I-,, can be expressed in terms of the first coordinates to and qO 
by the formulas 
and 
r= (R,ZIY, + TR,I’;fiX,K) Y,<, 
q = (&fiX, + F&Z-,lZY,K*) X, v,,. 
Prooj It follows readily from Lemma 4.6 that 
(=I&& t TT*<=IZ&, t TR,l-,*I-,& 
and hence. since 
ron=iiyo t Tr,n=I?(z, fx,KY,) t iT,n, 
that 
in a self-evident notation. But now, by (4.8), 
0 = TR,r:{--iiji*r,(I-r,*r,)-l qr,nt Fr,zzj (, 
=TR,{r:(~*--)r,(I-r,*r,)-‘r~r, -trfr,jn<, 
= TR,((r,*r,-r:r,)(I-r,*r,)-1 tqr;r,zg, 
=m,{r,*r,-r;r, tr-r,*r,}(I-r~r,)-‘r:r,175, 
= T(r - r: r,) - 1 r,* rl nt,, 
= m*r;(I-rJ,h)-l r,ny, 
= r,*(I - r,r,*)-1 r,n<, + n(y; - n*ti) co. 
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Therefore 
@+@={r,*(z-r*r:)-‘rlz7Y;2+z7)Y;~, 
={r:(z-r2r~)-‘rl(z-TT*)Rl+z)z7Y;~, 
= (r,*(z-r2r,*)-‘r1R1 -zy(Z-z-J,*)-’ 
X Z’2T*T:‘R,rl t I} Z7Y; &,, 
since 
T”R ZI= T*r*&Z-,ZZ, 1 1 
and this in turn is readily seen to simplify to 
@+@=R,ZZY;&,. 
This completes the proof of the first formula; the second follows from the 
first by a change of notation. 1 
LEMMA 5.2. Let y,, y2 ,..., be a sequence of m x n matrices such that 
llr, 11 < 1 and let 
yo=z, tX,KY, 
as in Lemma 5.1 and suppose that ( E .& and v = r,,<. Then 
Proof It follows readily from the first formula for ( in the proof of 
Lemma 5.1, that 
Therefore 
~o=z7*zil{z7~,t ~z-,n~~, 
= il*zZ, @z, t fix,zc~, t Fr,n} to 
= {x;*z, + x;'zw, t r?*i, Fr,zq to 
=X;'KY,&, 
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which is equivalent o the asserted identity since the first and third term on 
the right cancel, thanks to formula (4.3) and the fact that 
ii*& F= fi*r,R,r: F=~~*I-,R,I-;. I 
Next it is convenient o introduce the functions 
F+(C) = 2 (i,iQjx,gj, 
j=O 
G+(C)= ,f (Fi,r,n)ju,p, 
j=O 
G-(c)= 2 (TR,rTI?)jX,5Pj, 
j=O 
and 
F_(c) = g (R,17)j Y, c-j. 
j=O 
The sums are formal. Nevertheless the entries in each of the matrix valued 
functions F and G belong to the Wiener-like algebra A : 
LEMMA 5.3. Let y,, yz ,..., be a sequence of m x n matrix Fourier coef- 
ficients of an element of A,,, and suppose that m > n and I/r, 11 < 1. Then 
F+ E M,,,,>+~ G+ E W,d+ 9 G- E V,,,>- and F- E @Lx,)-- 
Proof: Since Ilr, 11 < 1 and rI is compact in both I,?, and the sequence 
space .Y of Fourier coefficients of elements of (A, X ,)+ , it follows from the 
proof of Step 1 of Theorem 3.2 that I - r:r, is invertible in 9. Thus R , 
maps .Y onto ,40 and so, as flu E .Y’ for every u E C”, it follows that 
F- E (A, ,,)- . The remaining three assertions are established in much the 
same way. I 
LEMMA 5.4. Let yl, yz ,..., be a sequence of m X n matrix Fourier coef- 
ficients of an element of A,,, and suppose that m 2 n and j(I’,jl < I. Let 
y. = 2, + X,KY, 
as in Lemma 5.1 but with K isometric. Then 
G-(C)K+F-(Cl 
is invertible in (A, ..)-, 
F+K)K + G+(C) 
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belongs to (A, X ,,) + and has rank n on D and 
Q,(C)= [P+(r)K+G+(r)l[G-(r)K+F-(r)l-’ 
belongs to A,,, and is an isometric interpolant of y,,, y, ,..., with zero left 
factorization indices. 
Proof The assumption that I/r, (1 < 1 guarantees that ,u, = 0 and Y, is 
invertible, and hence, by Theorem 4.4, that 
pu, - ,u, = dim ker { Y,(I - K*K) Y, } = n. 
Thus the norm indices pr,...,~,, of r,, are all equal to zero and so, by 
Theorem 3.3, the sequence yO, y1 ,..., admits an isometric interpolant 
f(C) = a(C)[4-‘)l-‘y 
where a and b are computed in terms of the Schmidt pairs for I-,, as 
explained in Theorem 3.2. But now, by Lemma 5.1, 
and 
40 = IF+ CC> +G+ (0 K* 14 a0 
W’) = [F-K) + G-(C)Kl Y,bo, 
whereas, by Lemma 5.2, 
X, a, = KY, 6,. 
The rest is plain. 1 
LEMMA 5.5. Let y,, y2,..., be a sequence of m x n matrix Fourier coef- 
ficients of an element of A,,, and suppose that m >, n and )I r, I( < 1. Then 
the following six identities hold for every point c E K : 
(4 F+(C)* F+(il- G-(C)* G-(C) =I,,,, 
(b) G+(C)* G+(C) -f’-(C)* F-(C) = -I,,, 
(~1 F+(C)* G+(C) - G-(C)*F-(C) = 0, 
(4 F+(C)F+(il* -G+(C) G+(C)* =I,,,, 
(e> G-(C) G-(C)* -Fe(C)F-(C)* = -I,,, 
(0 G-(C)F+(C)* -F-(C) G+(C)* = 0. 
ProoJ Lemma 5.4 implies that 
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and hence that 
K*(F;F+ -G!G-)K+(GTF+ -F:G-)K+K*(F;G+ -G”F-) 
+GTG+-F:F =0 - 
for every constant isometric K and every point CE 1.. This is an identity of 
the form 
K*AK+BKfK*B”+C=O. 
Since it is valid for all isometries K the auxiliary identity 
K*AK + BKeie + K*B*ecie + C = 0 
is also valid for all real 0, and hence 
K*AK+C=O and BK=O 
separately, for all isometric K. Therefore B = 0 and so, in order to complete 
the proof of (a) and (b), it suffices to show that A = I. 
Now, the jth Fourier coefficient Al of 
is equal to 
A(C) =F+W* F+(C) - G-(C)* G-(C) 
for j > 0 and the term in curly brackets is equal to 
[fi*(iZ*)ii,fi]* [fi*(~*)i+j~,fi] 
- [ZI*(T*)“j TR,Z-:iij* [II*( TR,r:i?] 
=ii*li,~l?ii*(~*)itjli,ii-d*r,~,T*Ti+jnn*(T*)i~~,rPij 
=8,-v,, 
in a self-evident notation in which the j is suppressed. But now as 
fin* =I- Fp 
it follows readily that 
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and similarly that 
f ‘vi = fi”r,R, T’R,I-:lj. 
i=O 
Therefore, 
Aj=X,~*d,[(~*)‘-r,T’T~]~,~X, 
=x,r?*zi,(F*y’[z-r,r,*]i,r?x, 
=x,r?*i,(r?l*r’fix, 
=o for j> 1, 
=z for j = 0. 
Thus since A(c) = A(c)* it follows that Aj = 0 forj < -1 also and hence that 
A(C)=4 
as needed. 
The identities (a)-(c) are equivalent o the block matrix identity 
Q(C) * J@(C) = J, 
where 
But this in turn implies that J@*J = @-I and hence that 
Q(C) J@(C) * = J 
for all [E T. This yields the last three identities. 1 
LEMMA 5.6. Let yl, y2 ,..., be a sequence of m x n matrix Fourier coef- 
ficients of an element of AmXn and suppose that m > n and I( T, 1) < 1. Then 
G- (9 E(l) + F- (0 
is an invertible element of (A,, x ,,) _ for every choice of E E (A,,, x “) _ which is 
contractive on T. 
Proo$ It suffices to show that 
F-(C)F-W* > G-G) G-W* 
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for [E E or, equivalently, that 
cp(x,r)=x*(F-(r)F-(r)* -G-(C)G-(C)*)x>0 
for every nonzero vector x E C” and every point [E E. Since the asserted 
inequalities are plainly true for i E T, thanks to (e) of Lemma 5.4, and for 
[= co, it remains only to show that o(x, c) f 0 for x # 0 and 1 < lcl < co. 
We first establish this for points w at which F-(w) is invertible : Suppose to 
the contrary that rp(x, w) = 0 at some point o for which F-(w) is invertible 
and let y = F-(w)* x and C = F-(o)-’ G-(o). Then, the resulting identity 
implies that 
cp(x,o)=y”(l-cc*)y=o 
lC*Yl=lYl 
and hence that there exists a constant m x n isometric matrix K such that 
or equivalently that 
C*y = -KY, 
O=(I+CK)*y= IF-(w)+G-(~)K]*x. 
But this is only viable if x = 0 since, by Lemma 5.4, F- + G-K is invertible 
in(A ) nxn -* 
The next and final step is to show that F- is invertible at all points in E. 
If not, then, since F- is analytic in E and invertible on T and at co, there are 
at most a finite number of points or,..., w, in IE at which F- fails to be 
invertible. Suppose that 1 w, 1 > / o2 / >, ..a > 1 o, 1 and let u E C” belong to the 
null space of F(w,)*. Then clearly 
and so too 
G-(q)* u = 0 and K*G-(co,)* u = 0 
for every isometric K. But this implies that 
[G-(CO,) K + F-(w,)]* u = 0 
and hence, by Lemma 5.4, that u = 0. I 
LEMMA 5.7. Let y,, y2 ,..., be a sequence of m X n matrix Fourier coef- 
j?cients of an element of A,,, and suppose that m >, n and 11 r, I( < 1. Then 
JW G+(O* +F+(C)* 
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is an invertible element of (A,,,)- for every choice of E E (A, ,,)- which 
is contractive on T, and 
[F+(<)* +W)G+(O*l-’ [G-(C)* +W)F-(O*l 
= [F+(C)E(C) t G+(r)l[G-(r)E(r)+F-(5)1-’ 
for all such E and every C E T. 
PrdoJ: Identity (d) of Lemma 5.5 implies that 
E(C) G+(C)* + J’+(4)* 
is an invertible matrix for every point < E T, and hence that it is an invertible 
element of A,,,. The stated identity then follows from (d)-(f) of 
Lemma 5.5 by direct computation and in turn implies that 
c&,- a,= (VGT +FT)-' (GF + VFT) - (F+K t G+)(G-K •t v-1-l 
= (VGT + FT)-' (I'-K)(G_K +F-)-' 
on T for any pair of contractive m x n matrices V and K. If, in particular, V 
and K are constant isometric matrices, then, by Lemma 5.4, 
(@V>j = <@P,>j for j> 1, 
and so 
VGT tFT>-‘(V-K)=(@,-@,)(G-K+F-) 
belongs to (A,,,,,)- f or every pair of constant isometric matrices V and K. 
Therefore 
(VGT + FT)-’ E (A,,,)- 
for every constant isometric matrix V. This in turn serves to help verify that 
F+(?)F+(t-‘)* > G+(<-‘) G+([-‘)* 
for every point C E E, much as in the proof of the last lemma, and hence that 
(EGT +F;)-’ E (A,,,)- 
for every E E (A ,,, ,,)- which is contractive on T, as asserted. I 
LEMMA 5.8. Let y, , yz ,..., be a sequence of m x n matrix Fourier coef- 
ficients of an element of Amx n and suppose that m > n and jlr, 11 < 1. Let 
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E E (Am X ,,) _ be contractive on 71. Then @, E A, x n and is contractive on !I 
and 
(@E)j =Yjl for j> 1. 
If E is isometric on V, then so is QE. 
Proof: Let E be a contractive matrix valued function in (A,,,)- and let 
K be a constant m x n isometric matrix. Then, by Lemmas 5.3 and 5.6, 
@E EAi,,, and, just as in the proof of Lemma 5.7, 
@E-@K=(EGT$F;)-l(E-K)(G~K$F-)-‘. 
But, in view of Lemmas 5.4 and 5.7, this implies that QE - QK belongs to 
(A, ,,)- , and hence that 
C@E>j = Yj for j> 1. 
The rest follows from the identity 
I,-@&)* @E(C)= {[G-(r)E(r)tF-(r)l*}-’ 
x (I,-E(r)*E(r)}(G-(r)E(r) +-F-U-’ 
which is valid for every point c E T and is easily verified with the help of 
(a)-(c) of Lemma 5.5. I 
LEMMA 5.9. Let y, , y2 ,..., be a sequence of m x n matrix Fourier coef- 
ficients of an element of Amxn and suppose that m > n and 11 r, 11 < 1. Let 
EEAI,,, be contractive on B and suppose that (@,)j = yi for j > 1. Then 
EE (A,,,>-. 
Proof: Let 
d=@o-@E=(F~)-lG~-(F+E+G+)(G-E+F_)-’ 
and let C= FI’G-. Then, by Lemmas 5.6 and 5.8, C E (A,,,)_ and 
A E (Am X J _ . Therefore 
FfAF-=E(Z+CE)-’ 
belongs to (A, X .)- and 
U=I-2CFfAF-=(I-CE)(I+CE)-’ 
belongs to (A, X ,)- . Thus U is analytic in E and, since C is strictly 
contractive on T, 
U(c)+ U(c)* =2(Z+E*C*)-’ (I-E*C*CE)(Z+CE)-’ 
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is strictly positive on T. This last inequality extends via the Poisson formula 
to all of IE and thus implies that 
det[Z + U(C)] # 0 for CEF. 
Thus 
z+ U=2(Z+CE)-' 
is invertible in (A, X ,)- and therefore 
E = (FT dF_)(I + CE) 
belongs to (A, X ,,- , as asserted. 1 
LEMMA 5.10. Let yl, y2 ,..., be a sequence of m X n matrix Fourier coef- 
ficients of an element of A,,, and suppose that m > n and llr, 11 < 1. Let 
g~4nxn be con&active on T and suppose that gj = yj for j > 1. Then 
g=@, 
for some E E (A,,,)- w ic h h is contractive on T. Zf g is isometric on T, then 
so is E. 
ProoJ Let 
Then it is readily checked, with the help of Lemma 5.5, that 
E(C) = F’+(C)* s(C) - G-(<)*I[-G+(C)* g(C) + F-K)*1 -’ 
belongs to /1 m X n, that 
1, - E(C)* E(C) = IF- (0 - g(C) * G + (Cl I- ’ [Z - s(C) * s(C)1 
x [F-K>* - G+(C)* s(C)]-’ 2 0 
for every point c E T, with equality if and only if g(C) is isometric, and 
finally that 
g= CD,,. 
Therefore, in order to complete the proof, it remains only to show that 
E E (A,,,)-. But this is immediate from Lemma 5.9. I 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. This is immediate from Lemmas 5.3, 5.6-5.8, and 
5.10, adapted to the case that the given sequence is y,,, y, ,..., with /[roll < 1, 
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and the fact that QE is a one to one map of contractive matrix valued 
functions E E (A,,,)) into A,,,. 1 
A second conclusion of independent interest emerges from the preceding 
analysis at practically no extra cost. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let y,, yZ ,..., be a sequence of m x n matrix Fourier coef- 
ficients of an element of A,,, and suppose that m > n and jl F, 11 < 1. Then, 
for every constant m x n isometric matrix K, 
G-(C)K+F-(0 and KG+(l)* + F+(C)* 
are invertible in (A,,,,)) and (A,,,,,)), respectively, and 
F,K-)K+G+K) and KF-(c-l)* + G-([-I)* 
have rank n on ID. Moreover, the formulas 
@K(C)= [F+(r)K+G+(r)l[G-(r)K+F-(r)l-’ 
= [F+(C)* +KG+(C)*]-’ [G-(4* +KF-(C)*l 
are valid for all <E T and define a one to one correspondence between the 
set of all constant m x n isometric matrices K and the set of all isometric 
interpolants in A,,, of the sequence yO, y, ,..., with 
yo==Z, +X,KY, 
and with zero left factorization indices. 
Proof: Lemma 5.4 implies that 
[G-(r-‘)K + F-(c-‘)I* = K*[KF-(c-l)* + G_(f-‘)*I 
has rank n on E. Therefore so does the matrix in square brackets which 
multiplies K* on the right. The other three invertibility and rank assertions 
are read off directly from Lemmas 5.4 and 5.7, as is the fact that QK is an 
isometric interpolant with zero factorization indices. On the other hand, for 
every isometric K, it follows from Theorem 4.4 that ,u~ - ,u, = n and hence 
from Theorem 3.3 that yO, y, ,.+., admits exactly one isometric interpolant. 1 
6. EXAMPLES AND MORE ON INTERPOLANTS 
This section is divided into three subsections. The first presents some 
examples of Wiener-like algebras, the second strengthens the uniqueness 
theorem for unitary interpolants with nonnegative indices to the class Q of 
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continuous n x it matrix valued functions on T and the third discusses the 
qualitative nature of the interpolant under added restrictions on the data. 
6.1. Examples 
EXAMPLE 1. Let A denote the class of continuous functions 
on T with 
j=-m 
It is then readily checked with the help of a classical theorem of Wiener (see, 
e.g., Theorem 2.0 on p. 735 of [9] for a matrix formulation) and some 
elementary estimates (to justify the appropriate analogue of the first 
inequality in the proof of Theorem 4.1 of [8]) that conditions (l)-(6) in 
Section 1 which characterize Wiener-like algebras are all met. In fact A is 
the well-known Wiener algebra. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let A denote the set of continuous functions f on the unit 
circle with 
where the oj are positive numbers which are subject to the constraints 
(a) 0 < uj+k < uj"kY 
@I uj = Upi’ 
(c) lirnntm (w,)“” = 1. 
It is then again readily checked, much as for Example 1, that A meets 
conditions (l)-(6) in Section 1 and so is a Wiener-like algebra. The Gelfand 
theory of maxima1 ideals may be used to verify (3); see p. 118-120 of 
Gelfand, Raikov, and Shilov [ 121 for relevant discussion. 
We remark that the weights defined by the rule 
uj= (l + ljl)” 
are admissible for any choice of ,u > 0. Example 1 corresponds to the choice 
,u = 0. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let A denote the algebra of functions which are k times 
differentiable on T, for some fixed nonnegative integer k, and for which the 
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kth derivative fCk’ is Lipschitz of order a, 0 < a < 1. The norm in this 
algebra is defined by the formula 
Items (l)-(4) in the property list for Wiener-like algebras are readily 
checked directly. Items (5) and (6) are verified in Section 7 of Budjanu and 
Gohberg [ 61. 
6.2. Uniqueness 
To this point we have shown that if y,, yr ,..., are the m x n matrix Fourier 
coefficients of an element of (A, x J, with m > n and if l/r, (/ < 1, then the 
sequence admits a left regular isometric interpolant f~ Amxn. In this 
subsection we shall focus on the case m = n and shall show in particular that 
if the data comes from a subalgebra a+, then the class of unitary inter- 
polants is not enlarged by admitting interpolants in the class g of 
continuous IZ X n matrix valued functions on T. If ,u, - ,u, = n, then the 
corollary to Theorem 3.3 guarantees uniqueness in an even wider class of 
interpolants. However, we do not exploit that at the present ime. 
We recall first that every fE g with det f(c) # 0 on TT admits a 
factorization of the form (1.1) with unique indices but with X, invertible in 
HP nxn and X- invertible in KP,,, for every 1 < p < co ; see Theorem 3.1 on 
p. 192 of Gohberg-Feldman 1131. It is important to note that in this 
factorization the factors X, are not necessarily continuous. 
THEOREM 6.1. A sequence yO, y, ,..., of n x n matrices admits at most 
one unitary continuous interpolant with nonnegative factorization indices. 
The nonnegative factorization of every unitary continuous interpolant of 
Yo, Yl ,***7 are equal to the norm indices of To. 
ProoJ: Suppose first that the sequence yo, yi ,..., admits two unitary inter- 
polants f and g of class 5%? with nonnegative indices. Then by imitating both 
the logic and notation of the proof of Theorem 3.1, but using the 
factorization for functions in 5??‘, it follows readily that h =f - g satisfies the 
identity 
-dY+ h*X+D= YI’hX:‘, 
where now the left-hand side belongs to &!,.” and the right-hand side 
belongs to [-lKL,,. But this again implies that Y7’ hXI ‘, and so too h, 
must vanish identically. 
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The second assertion of this theorem follows by a similar adaptation of 
the proof of Theorem 2.5. Indeed, iffis a continuous unitary interpolant, it is 
again readily checked that 
dim ,& = dim ker(QuQ). 
It remains then to show that 
dim ker(QtlfQ) = dim ker(Ql;DQ). 
This is technically a little more complicated than before but nevertheless 
remains true thanks to the boundedness of the operators X;‘QX+ and 
XI’PX- on Li. For a more general statement which includes the last 
identity as a special case see Corollary 2.3 on p. 152 of Clancey-Gohberg 
171. I 
THEOREM 6.2. Let f E GY be a unitary interpolant of a sequence yO, y, ,..., 
of n x n matrix Fourier coefficients of an element of Q, . Then f E R. 
ProoJ There exists an integer v > 0 such that [‘lf has nonnegative 
factorization indices and is a unitary interpolant of class $9 of the sequence 
of n X n matrices 
f-,,f,-“Y.,fO, Y1, Yz,.... 
But, these are clearly the Fourier coefficients of an element of a+. Thus, by 
Theorem 6.1, the corresponding Hankel operator has nonnegative norm 
indices and so, thanks to Theorem 3.2, the sequence admits a unique unitary 
interpolant g E n. But now as R c %7 it is immediate from Theorem 6.1 that 
c”f= g and hence that f E L? I 
The next two corollaries are explicit applications of Theorem 6.2 to the 
algebras discussed in Examples 2 and 3 of the previous subsection. 
C~IZ~ILUY 1. If f is a continuous unitary interpolant of a sequence yO, 
y, ,..., of n x n matrices with 
E IyjlUj< co, 
j=O 
where the weights wj are as in Example 2, then 
COROLLARY 2. If f is a continuous unitary interpolant of a sequence 
yO, y, ,..., of n x n matrix Fourier coeflcients of a function which is k times 
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dlgerentiable and whose kth derivative is Lipschitz of order a, 0 < a < 1, 
then f enjoys the same degree of smoothness. 
6.3. Qualitative Nature of Interpolants 
In the last two corollaries constraints on the initial data were seen to carry 
over to the unitary interpolant. This holds true for many other subalgebras of 
F’, even non Banach algebras. We present three examples in the next three 
theorems. 
THEOREM 6.3. Let y,,, y1 ,..., be the n x n matrix Fourier coeflcients of a 
function which is analytic on the closed unit disc D. Then every continuous 
unitary interpolant of yO, y,,..., is analytic on T. 
ProoJ The assumptions guarantee that 
for some choice of 6 > 1, and hence by Corollary 1 to Theorem 6.2, that 
for every continuous unitary interpolant J Thus every such f automatically 
belongs to the Wiener algebra W of n x n continuous matrix valued 
functions on T with summable Fourier coefftcients. For present purposes it 
is no loss of generality to assume that f has nonnegative factorization indices 
(otherwise much the same argument can be applied to c’y for an 
appropriately chosen nonnegative integer v as in Theorem 6.2). But this in 
turn implies via Theorem 3.2 that 
f (0 = 40 W[W’)l-‘, 
where a(C) and b(c) belong to W, and have determinants which are zero free 
on D. 
The next step is to show that 
f lajl s’ < 00 and 2 Ibjls’<oO* 
j=O j=O 
To this end let ~2 denote the Banach algebra of continuous scalar functions 
on T with 
Ilf IId= c Ifils’ < a* j= -a 
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It is readily checked that J/ enjoys properties (l), (2), and (4)-(6), of the 
list in Section 1, in common with Wiener-like algebras. However, (3) must 
now be replaced by 
(3’) IffE & andf(C) # 0 for 6-l < ][] < 6, thenf-’ EM’. 
NOW as yo, y1 ,..., are the matrix Fourier coefficients of an element of 
(4X”)+ and To is compact in (dnX ,)+ and (J$ X 1)+ is dense in If,, the 
proof of Step 1 of Theorem 3.2 is still applicable (even though A@’ is not a 
Wiener-like algebra) and yields the convergence of the two sums. Therefore 
det a([) and det b(r) are scalar analytic functions in the disc ][] < 6 which 
do not vanish on I!?. Thus, there exists an E > 1 such that det a(C) and det 
b(c) are nonzero on the disc I[] < E. In particular it follows that [&(-‘)I -’ 
is analytic on I[] > E- ’ and so f is analytic on an open annulus containing 
T, as asserted. 1 
We remark that the proof of the last theorem can be easily adapted to 
prove the following more general statement: Let d be a Banach algebra of 
continuous functions on T which sits inside the subalgebra A+ of a Wiener 
like algebra A. Suppose further that the Hankel operator based on the n x n 
matrix Fourier coeflcients of an element of J$,,, is a compact mapping of 
the sequence space of n x 1 vector Fourier coeflcients of an element of dn x, 
into itself: Then every continuous unitary interpolant of a given sequence of 
Fourier coeflcients from an element of Cdn X n can be expressed in the form 
f (4 = 44l W)[W’)l-‘3 
;here a([) and b(c) belong to ,P,,, and det a([) and det b(c) are nonzero on 
The next two theorems can be fit into a similar framework, even though 
they deal with non Banach algebras &. 
THEOREM 6.4. Let yo, y, ,..., be the n x n matrix Fourier coeflcients of a 
rational function which is analytic in the closed unit disc. Then every 
continuous unitary interpolant is also rational. 
Proof For present purposes it is no loss of generality to assume that f 
has nonnegative factorization indices (otherwise much the same argument 
can be applied to rf for sufficiently large positive integer v just as in the 
proof of Theorem 6.2). Then, by Theorems 6.1 and 3.2, To has nonnegative 
norm indices and 
f (0 = 40 W)[W’)l-‘, 
where a, D, and b are defined as in Theorem 3.2. To complete the proof it 
suffices to show that a(C) and b(C) are rational. The main ingredient is 
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Kronecker’s theorem, see, e.g., pp. 204-208 of Gantmacher [ 111, a form of 
which states that an infinite block Hankel matrix such as r, has finite rank if 
and only if Cj”=, yj[j is rational. Thus in order to show that b(c) and 
c(C) = 4(r) D(C) are rational it suffices to show that the corresponding 
infinite block Hankel matrices 
B= Cbi+j> and C = (c~+~), i, j = 0, l,..., 
have finite rank. But this follows from their relationship to the Schmidt pairs 
of r,, and the fact that r,, and r,* have finite rank. Thus the identity 
1-,TkBII= T”kl-,,BII= TekC17, 
for k = 0, I,..., serves to identify the columns of C as belonging to the range 
of r,, and so proves that C has finite rank. The proof that b is rational 
follows in just the same way from the auxiliary identity 
l-c TkCIi’ = T” kBII, 
for k = 0, l,.... I 
THEOREM 6.5. Let yO, y1 ,..., be the n x n matrix Fourier coeflcients of a 
matrix polynomial. Then every continuous unitary interpolant is rational and 
can be expressed in the form 
f(O = 40 W[W’)l -I> 
where a(c) and b(c) are matrix polynomials with nonzero determinant on B 
and D(c) is a diagonal matrix as in (1.1). 
ProoJ: The assertion is immediate from Theorems 6.1 and 3.2 if f has 
nonnegative factorization indices, since the entries rj and qj in all the 
Schmidt pairs c and q of r, will be equal to zero for j sufficiently large. The 
case of arbitrary factorization indices is then handled, via [“f in the usual 
way. I 
The last three theorems can be partially adapted to the nonsquare case to 
guarantee the existence of interpolants which are subject o the same sort of 
restrictions as the data. However, the statement hat all continuous inter- 
polants must be of this kind is generally speaking false in the nonsquare 
case. 
Note added in pro05 For further developments relevant to the present article the paper by 
J. A. Ball (Invariant subspace representations, unitary interpolants and factorization indices, 
in “Topics in Operator Theory, Systems and Networks,” Birkhiiuser Verlag, Base& 1984) and 
Ref. [DG3] therein are suggested. 
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